
 
 
 

FEATURES OF THE BYK BIKES 
– ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN 

 
 

EASIER 
Improved dynamics = as easy as ABC to learn and easier to ride 
Smooth faster rolling tyres minimise the strain on kids’ legs. Professional bike riders insist on 
this type of wheel.   Easy riding and very robust, pedalling is a breeze. Compared to a wide-
tyred BMX type kids’ bike with fat knobs which rides like a tractor, the taller more efficient 
wheels have a dynamic advantage over other brands making every kid on a ByK an Easy 
Rider.   
 
 

LIGHTER 
 20% lighter weight Alloy frame and superior materials = greater efficiency & better 
manouverability 
Every  ByK bike features an innovative alloy frame weighing under 1.2 kgs providing great 
manoeuvrability and ease of riding.  The cutting-edge ergonomic design ensures a great fit 
and superb handling. 
 

FASTER 
Stability and balance = faster take-off and safer braking 
Kids get a easier ride compared to other kids’ bikes on the market because the ByK Bike is 
20% lighter, and has more efficient wheels. 
 
The ergonomic design features a low centre of gravity providing excellent stability and 
balance with the bike doing most of the hard work.  Kids can take-off faster, brake quicker and 
maintain better control.  
 

SAFER 
Light and low with great control = a safer kids’ bike 
The ByK bike has superb and utterly dependable brakes.  All hand brakes use premium alloy 
fittings which are child specific. Additionally all  bikes have  a coaster rear brake for simple 
and safe foot braking. 
 
Central to the highest safety level ever is the low centre of gravity alloy frame. Sitting deeper 
into the taller wheels improves stability and control, this makes the bike very safe and easy to 
start and stop while cornering is really a breeze.  
 

COOLER 
Bold modern design, colourful and sleek = really cool bikes for cool kids 
In bringing kids’ bikes into a new generation all design components have undergone thorough 
testing.  Many features in the latest adult bikes have been incorporated into the ByK Bike, 
from radial front spokes to custom sized ergonomic V bars.  Cool kids will love riding the 
smart ByK bike with its clean colours, sleek patterns and WOW factor.  


